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We calculate the universal contribution to the α-Re´nyi entropy from a cubic trihedral corner in
the boundary of the entangling region in 3 + 1 dimensions for a massless free scalar. The universal
number, vα, is manifest as the coefficient of a scaling term that is logarithmic in the size of the
entangling region. Our numerical calculations find that this universal coefficient has both larger
magnitude and the opposite sign to that induced by a smooth spherical entangling boundary in
3 + 1 dimensions, for which there is a well-known subleading logarithmic scaling. Despite these
differences, up to the uncertainty of our finite-size lattice calculations, the functional dependence
of the trihedral coefficient vα on the Re´nyi index α is indistinguishable from that for a sphere,
which is known analytically for a massless free scalar. We comment on the possible source of this
α-dependence arising from the general structure of (3 + 1)-dimensional conformal field theories, and
suggest calculations past the free scalar which could further illuminate the general structure of the
trihedral divergence in the Re´nyi entropy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bipartite entanglement entropies in quantum critical
systems can harbour universal quantities that character-
ize the underlying theory. Originating in the scaling de-
pendence of entropies on the size of the entangled region,
these quantities arise from different geometric features in
the entangling boundary. Such quantities provide both
a new perspective on what constitutes a universal num-
ber as well as a concrete connection between seemingly
disparate physical theories arising in condensed matter,
high energy field theory and gravity. Amid the growing
realization of their conceptual importance is the recog-
nition that little is known about the number of undis-
covered universal quantities, their numerical values, and
their relationship to conventional universality such as
that arising from n-point correlation functions. In space-
time dimensions higher than d=1+1, this uncertainty is
present even for free theories, where the calculations of
entanglement entropies can be technically challenging.1
Despite this challenge, the many different types of ge-
ometric features available in higher-dimensional entan-
gling surfaces offers a rich opportunity to search for new
universal quantities in the entanglement entropy.2–7 In
addition to giving information about features of the un-
derlying critical theory, understanding these quantities
in free theories is a necessary precursor to their explo-
ration in interacting critical points,8,9 such as those in
real quantum materials or atomic systems.10–13
In this paper, we examine a particular universal quan-
tity that arises in d = 3 + 1 spacetime dimensions when
the entangling geometry contains a (cubic) trihedral cor-
ner — see Fig. 1. This quantity vα appears as the coeffi-
cient of a scaling term with a logarithmic dependence on
FIG. 1. Contributions to the Re´nyi entropy of (3 + 1)-
dimensional CFTs from (left) a wedge of opening angle φ
(non-universal) and (right) a trihedral corner parametrized
by angles θ1, θ2, θ3 (universal).
the size of the entangling boundary. This coefficient has
been computed previously in quantum Ising models at
the infinite disorder14 and Wilson-Fisher fixed points.15
The latter work observed that vα exhibits a functional
dependence on α that is close to that for the correspond-
ing coefficient of a spherical entangling surface. This ob-
servation suggests that it may be possible to understand
the trihedral corner coefficient as coming from the sin-
gular limit of a smooth interface, i.e., an eighth of that
of the sphere. Here, we perform a numerical calculation
of vα for a massless free scalar field theory and show
that while the functional dependence on α indeed closely
matches that arising from a smooth sphere, in general
both the magnitude and sign of the trihedral coefficient
are different. We suggest future calculations that may
provide further insight into the universal content of the
trihedral corner term.
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2II. RE´NYI ENTROPIES IN d = 3 + 1
We consider the entanglement corresponding to spa-
tial bipartitions of a physical system into a region A
and its complement A¯, separated by a surface ∂A. One
can quantify the entanglement for such bipartite sys-
tems through the entanglement entropy SEE or, more
generally, the Re´nyi entropies Sα.
16,17 For our calcula-
tions, A is bounded by a cubic trihedral corner, which
is formed by three intersecting orthogonal planes. The
corresponding Hilbert space is bipartitioned such that
H = HA ⊗ HA¯ and then, given a state ρ ∈ H, the α-
Re´nyi entropy is defined as
Sα(A) =
1
1− α ln [Tr (ρ
α
A)] , (II.1)
where ρA = TrA¯ ρ is the reduced density matrix as-
sociated with subregion A and α is the Re´nyi index.
When Eq. (II.1) can be evaluated for real values of α,
the entanglement entropy can in turn be obtained as
limα→1 Sα(A) = SEE(A) = −Tr (ρA log ρA). We note
that in many interacting systems, the Re´nyi entropies
can only be studied for positive integer α ≥ 2, which
is accomplished by evaluating a partition function on a
multi-sheeted Riemann surface,18,19 as has recently been
employed in quantum Monte Carlo simulations20 and in
experiments on ultra-cold atoms.21
In the following, we begin with general scaling argu-
ments that apply for all values of α for corner singu-
larities in d = 3 + 1. We then take another approach
where we explore a smooth regularization of the cube.
We comment on consistencies, inconsistencies and pre-
dictions related to these two approaches.
A. General scaling arguments
When computed for the vacuum state of a local Hamil-
tonian, Re´nyi entropies are dominated by short-distance
correlations across the entangling surface ∂A. These lo-
cal correlations yield the celebrated “area law” term as
the leading contribution.22–24 That is,
Sα(A) = BαA/δd−2 + · · · , (II.2)
where we are considering a quantum field theory living
in d spacetime dimensions. In this expression, the coeffi-
cient Bα is non-universal, i.e., regulator dependent, such
that it depends on the procedure used to regulate the cal-
culation. A is the area of the entangling surface ∂A and
δ is a short-distance cutoff, e.g., the lattice spacing. In
general, the subleading contributions indicated by the el-
lipsis in Eq. (II.2) include further power-law divergences
and the corresponding coefficients also depend on the de-
tails of the regulator. However, a regulator-independent
coefficient providing well-defined information about the
underlying theory appears if there is a subleading contri-
bution that scales logarithmically with `/δ, where ` is a
length scale characteristic of the size of the region A. For
example, in d = 2 + 1, introducing a sharp corner in the
entangling surface produces such a logarithmic contri-
bution Sunivα,corner = −aα(θ) log(`/δ), where the universal
coefficient aα(θ) is a function of the opening angle θ of
the corner and the Re´nyi index α.1–5,8,25–37 In d = 3+1,
geometric singularities in ∂A can also produce similar
universal contributions in Sα(A).
14,15,27,38,39
For the present discussion, let us focus on a three-
dimensional region A which is a polyhedron auch that
the entangling surface ∂A consists of flat polygonal faces,
straight edges and sharp corners or vertices. We limit
our discussion to the Re´nyi entropies in a conformal field
theory (CFT), in which case only geometric scales ap-
pear in Sα.
40 For such a geometry, Sα(A) are expected
to scale such that
Sα,poly = BαA/δ2 +
∑
i
wα(φi)Li/δ (II.3)
+
∑
i
vα(θi,1, θi,2, θi,3) log(`/δ) +O((`/δ)0) .
Beyond the area law term, the first subleading contri-
bution arises from the edges on the boundary of the
polyhedron.27,38 Here Li is the length of the i
th edge.41
The (non-universal) coefficients wα(φi) depend on the
opening angle φi between the two faces intersecting at
the edge. The logarithmic term in Eq. (II.3) arises from
the vertices in ∂A.42 As shown in Fig. 1, the universal
coefficient vα(θi,1, θi,2, θi,3) at the i
th vertex is a function
of the angles θi,1, θi,2 and θi,3 between each of the three
pairs of (adjacent) edges that end at the vertex. For the
entanglement entropy, w1(φ) ≤ 0 follows from strong
subadditivity;43 however, there are no known analogous
arguments that rigorously fix the sign of either wα for
general α or of vα. However, intuitive arguments can be
made to suggest that wα ≤ 0 and vα ≥ 0.44 These signs
were confirmed for the explicit examples in Refs. 14 and
15 and are reproduced in our calculations below.
This paper focusses on the universal coefficient vα of
the logarithmic contribution to Sα arising from a tri-
hedral corner (formed by three intersecting faces as in
Fig. 1). For simplicity, we examine the cubic case where
the opening angles are all pi/2 and thus henceforth we
omit from our notation the angular dependence of vα.
For a cube of dimension L, Eq. (II.3) then simplifies to
Sα,cube = Bα
6L2
δ2
+wα
12L
δ
+8vα log(L/δ)+O((L/δ)0) .
(II.4)
We are particularly interested in the dependence of the
universal corner coefficient vα on the Re´nyi index α.
3B. Smooth entangling surfaces
As remarked in the introduction, one might hope to
understand the trihedral corner coefficient as coming
from the singular limit of a smooth entangling surface.
Hence, in this section, we review the structure of uni-
versal contributions to the Re´nyi entropy for smooth en-
tangling surfaces in (3 + 1)-dimensional CFTs. In this
case,45 the Re´nyi entropy takes the form
Sα,smooth = BαA/δ2 + uα log(`/δ) +O((`/δ)0) , (II.5)
where the universal coefficient uα is determined by the
geometry of the entangling surface according to46,47
uα = −
∫
∂A
d2y
√
h
2pi
[
fa(α)R+ fb(α) Kˆ2
]
. (II.6)
In this expression, h = det(hij) is the determinant of
the induced metric on ∂A, R is the Ricci scalar of this
metric, and Kˆ2 ≡ KaijKaji−(hijKaji)2/2 where Kaij is the
extrinsic curvature of the entangling surface.
The two coefficients fa(α) and fb(α) in Eq. (II.6) con-
tain universal information that characterizes the under-
lying CFT. In particular, in the limit α→ 1, these func-
tions yield the central charges in the trace anomaly,48
i.e., fa → a and fb → c. In the case of a massless free
scalar, which we study here, these functions are46,47,49
f scalara (α) =
1
3
f scalarb (α) =
(α+ 1)(α2 + 1)
1440α3
. (II.7)
We note that the first contribution in Eq. (II.6) is
topological such that the integral multiplying fa(α)
yields twice the Euler characteristic χ of the entangling
surface. In particular, this contribution is the same for a
sphere S2 and a cube C2, i.e., χ(S2) = χ(C2) = 2. For a
sphere, this term represents the only contribution to the
universal part of the Re´nyi entropy since Kˆ2(S2) = 0
and so one finds
Sunivα (S
2) = −4 fa(α) log (R/δ) , (II.8)
where R is the radius of the sphere. When the entangling
surface is a cube, the curvature is entirely concentrated
in the eight corners and hence, na¨ıvely, one might set
vα = −fa(α)/2 in Eq. (II.4) for the universal contribu-
tion from each individual corner. We examine this idea
in more detail below.
C. Smoothed cube
In Ref. 15, a numerical estimation of the coefficient
vα for a cubic trihedral corner was obtained for the Ising
theory, with a magnitude very close to 1/8 of the value
FIG. 2. Rounded cube C˜2. The corners and edges are re-
spectively replaced by eighths of a sphere and quarters of a
cylinder of radius R = εL with ε 1.
of the universal coefficient appearing in Eq. (II.8), i.e.,
vα ' fa(α)/2. We comment that this result has the
wrong sign compared to Sunivα (S
2), but since this differ-
ence was not noticed at the time, the result in Ref. 15
led to the suggestion that the trihedral corner coefficient
might be understood as coming from the singular limit
of a smooth entangling surface. In order to explore this,
we consider a smoothed cube in which the edges and ver-
tices have been rounded off and replaced by cylinders and
spheres, respectively. In particular, as shown in Fig. 2,
we consider a rounded cube C˜2 where each of the eight
corners is replaced by an eighth of a sphere of radius
R = εL with ε  1. Further, each of the twelve edges
is replaced by a quarter cylinder of radius R = εL and
length L (1− 2γ0ε) where γ0 is a fixed constant of O(1).
A natural choice for this constant would correspond to
γ0 = 1, which fixes the central width of C˜
2 to be L for
all values of ε.50 By design, in the limit ε→ 0 we recover
the usual cube with sharp edges and corners. Hence, it
does not seem a priori unreasonable to expect that the
trihedral corner coefficient can be extracted from the re-
sulting Re´nyi entropy, however, as we show below, the
situation is more subtle.
Applying Eqs. (II.5) and (II.6), the Re´nyi entropy of
our smoothed cube becomes
Sα(C˜
2) = BαA/δ2 −
[
4fa(α) +
(
3
2ε
− 3γ0
)
fb(α)
]
× log(L/δ) +O((L/δ)0) , (II.9)
where the area is given by
A = 6L2 + L2ε (6pi − 24γ0) + L2ε2(4pi − 12piγ0 + 24γ20) .
(II.10)
We can see that the limit ε → 0 is problematic in
4Eq. (II.9) since the coefficient of the logarithmic term
diverges. To produce regulated (i.e., finite) Re´nyi en-
tropies, we take the limit ε→ γ1δ/L or R → γ1δ where
γ1 is again some O(1) constant. In this limit, the edges
and corners of the cube are still rounded at a scale of
the order of the short-distance cutoff δ. In particular,
Eq. (II.9) yields
Sα(C˜
2) = Bα
6L2
δ2
− 3fb(α)
2γ1
L
δ
log(L/δ) (II.11)
+wα
12L
δ
+ 8vα log(L/δ) +O((L/δ)0) ,
where wα = −Bαγ1(2γ0 − pi/2) and
vα = −1
2
fa(α) +
3
8
γ0 fb(α) . (II.12)
This result is problematic in two ways: First, we ob-
serve the appearance of a new divergence of the form
L/δ log(L/δ), which is incompatible with the form ex-
pected in Eq. (II.4) (see Appendix A). Second, the co-
efficient of the logarithmic term is ambiguous because
of the appearance of γ0 in Eq. (II.12), i.e., our desired
“universal” coefficient depends on the details of the reg-
ulator.
A possible resolution of both of these problems is that
Eq. (II.9), or Eq. (II.5), simply does not describe the
Re´nyi entropies with sufficient accuracy to take the de-
sired limit. That is, originally ε is small but indepen-
dent of the ratio δ/L, and hence any terms of the form
log ε or ε−1 log ε are concealed in the O((L/δ)0) con-
tributions. However, with the limit ε → γ1δ/L, such
terms emerge to modify the terms explicitly enumerated
in Eq. (II.11). That is, order-one contributions may be
building up in the singular limit to restore the universal-
ity of the logarithmic coefficient and to cancel the unan-
ticipated L/δ log(L/δ) contribution. We expand on this
suggestion in the discussion in Section V.
Regardless, our smoothed-cube calculation suggests
that the universal coefficient vα is some linear combi-
nation of fa(α) and fb(α). Further, Eq. (II.7) shows
that the massless free scalar is a special case where both
of these coefficients have the same dependence on the
Re´nyi index. Hence, independent of the precise linear
combination, the above calculation suggests that
vscalarα
vscalar1
=
(α+ 1)(α2 + 1)
4α3
. (II.13)
Below, we compare this prediction with the α-
dependence calculated numerically for the free scalar,
and show that we find good agreement to within nu-
merical accuracy. Note that this argument predicts that
other theories in general have a different dependence on
α, depending on the precise linear combination of fa(α)
and fb(α) appearing in vα.
III. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE FREE
SCALAR FIELD
In this section we perform direct calculations of the
Re´nyi entropies Sα(A) for a free real scalar field on a
three-dimensional simple cubic lattice. At each lattice
site i, there exists a bosonic field φi and its conjugate
momentum pii, whose dynamics are controlled by the
Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
N∑
i=1
(
pi2i +m
2φ2i
)
+
1
2
∑
〈ij〉
(φj − φi)2 . (III.1)
In this expression, the first sum is over the N lattice
sites, while the second is over all nearest-neighbour pairs
of sites. m is the mass of the scalar field. For a lattice
in three spatial dimensions, the total number of lattice
sites is N = LxLyLz, where Lx, Ly and Lz are the linear
lattice dimensions along x, y and z respectively.
This Gaussian theory has the appealing property that
Sα(A) can be obtained for any α from knowledge of the
two-point functions of φi and pii at lattice points within
region A — see Section III A. In order to isolate the log-
arithmic corner contribution, we use these calculations
along with techniques from the numerical linked-cluster
expansion51–54 (NLCE), as described in Section III B.
We focus on the case where the boson is massless (m =
0) such that the energy spectrum is gapless and we have a
scale-invariant critical theory. However, the techniques
described in this section are equally applicable to free
bosons of any mass. Further, note that in the following
we measure lengths in units of the lattice spacing, which
we set to unity for simplicity, i.e., δ = 1.
A. Re´nyi entropies for free scalars
Here we explain how Re´nyi entropies for free scalars
can be computed from the correlators 〈φiφj〉 and 〈piipij〉
as first introduced in Ref. 55. The Hamiltonian in
Eq. (III.1) can be written in the more general quadratic
(Gaussian) form
H =
1
2
N∑
i=1
pi2i +
1
2
∑
ij
φiMijφj , (III.2)
where M is an N×N matrix that takes into account the
boundary conditions of the finite lattice. The ground-
state two-point correlators are given in terms of this ma-
5trix as
Xij ≡ 〈φiφj〉 = 1
2
(
M−1/2
)
ij
, (III.3)
Pij ≡ 〈piipij〉 = 1
2
(
M1/2
)
ij
.
In order to calculate the Re´nyi entropies corresponding
to a given region A for a quadratic Hamiltonian, one
only needs to calculate Xij and Pij for pairs of sites
i, j ∈ A.55 These region-restricted correlation functions
define the matrix CA ≡
√
XAPA, where XA and PA are
defined as in Eq. (III.3) but with i and j labelling the
NA sites in A. The von Neumann and Re´nyi entropies
are then given in terms of the eigenvalues νk of CA as
56
S1(A) =
NA∑
k=1
[(
νk +
1
2
)
log
(
νk +
1
2
)
(III.4)
−
(
νk − 1
2
)
log
(
νk − 1
2
)]
,
and
Sα(A) =
1
α− 1
NA∑
k=1
log
[(
νk +
1
2
)α
−
(
νk − 1
2
)α]
.
(III.5)
We note that the 〈φiφj〉 correlators — and conse-
quently the above entropies — diverge in the case where
the boson is massless (m = 0) and the lattice has peri-
odic boundary conditions (PBC) in all lattice directions.
Note however that since we are using these expressions
as the “cluster solver” for the NLCE procedure, which
requires lattice clusters with open boundary conditions,
these divergences do not pose a threat.
B. Numerical linked-cluster expansion
The NLCE is a powerful method that combines mea-
surements of a suitable property on various finite-sized
lattice clusters to obtain a sequence of approximations
for the corresponding property in the thermodynamic
limit L→∞. At a given length scale or “order” `, this
numerical expansion uses sums and differences of finite
clusters to systematically cancel off lower-order finite-
size and boundary effects. As a result, at a given order
this procedure is capable of accessing longer-range corre-
lations than direct calculations on finite toroidal systems
of the same size. This feature becomes especially advan-
tageous when studying behavior at a critical point where
the correlation length diverges.
For our present purposes, the NLCE offers the ad-
ditional advantage that it can perform calculations in
such a way as to isolate the corner contribution to the
Re´nyi entopies vα log(`/δ) from both the edge contribu-
tions wα · (`/δ) and the leading area law in Eq. (II.3). In
this section, we discuss general properties of the NLCE
as well as the techniques necessary to isolate this three-
dimensional corner contribution at each cluster order.
Analogous isolation techniques have been used with suc-
cess to study the corner coefficient for various (2 + 1)-
dimensional critical systems.3,8,32,35,36
At the most general level, the NLCE method can be
used to study any property P that is well defined in
the thermodynamic limit (such as an extensive or an
intensive property). The NLCE calculates P for a lat-
tice system L by summing contributions from individual
clusters according to
P (L) =
∑
c
W (c) , (III.6)
where the sum is over all clusters that can be embedded
in the lattice and W (c) is the weight of the cluster. This
weight is defined recursively as
W (c) = P(c)−
∑
s∈c
W (s) , (III.7)
where the sum is over all subclusters s contained in c.
This subgraph subtraction procedure elimintates from
W (c) the contributions to P(c) that have already been
accounted for in the smaller subclusters. Since we con-
sider properties that are suitably normalized and have a
well-defined thermodynamic limit (i.e., extensive or in-
tensive properties), only connected (or linked) clusters
have non-zero weight. Hence the sums in Eqs. (III.6)
and (III.7) can be restricted to all linked clusters.
In a translationally invariant system, all clusters that
are related by translations have the same weights and
make identical contributions to an extensive property
P. For a given cluster, there are N such clusters c with
the same weight such that the expression for P reduces
to
P (L) /N =
∑
c′
W (c′) , (III.8)
where the clusters c′ are defined modulo translation.
One can often further reduce the number of clusters
required in the above sums by exploiting other symme-
tries of the lattice system. When the weights are the
same for a given class of clusters, then one can write
P (L) /N =
∑
c′′
L(c′′)×W (c′′) , (III.9)
where the sum is now over representative clusters c′′ from
each cluster class. The quantity L(c′′), called the lattice
constant or the embedding factor of the cluster c′′, is the
number of ways per lattice site that a cluster of class c′′
can be embedded in the lattice.
6+
−
++
− − − − −
+ + +
FIG. 3. The subtraction procedure used to calculate Pr(c) for the 3 × 4 × 4 cluster c and for a given vertex location r (not
pictured). We add the values of Sα(A) corresponding to the four octants in the top row, subtract the values for the six
quadrants in the middle row, and add the values for the three half-planes in the bottom row. We divide the resulting sum by
four in order to obtain Pr(c).
So far the graphical basis for the NLCE is the same
as for a series expansion in some variable, such as the
inverse temperature β in the high temperature series ex-
pansion (HTSE). However, unlike the HTSE where the
goal is to maximize the order up to which the expansions
are performed, here the goal is to include contributions
from representative clusters of maximal size. Since the
number of possible clusters grows rapidly with order, it is
useful to further restrict the types of clusters considered
in the expansions.3
Specifically, in D spatial dimensions, every cluster can
be uniquely associated with a D-dimensional rectangle
(called a cuboid in 3D), defined as the smallest volume
in which the cluster can be fully embedded. Thus, one
can limit the calculations to cuboidal clusters only. In
three spatial dimension, one can then use Eq. (III.9)
with the sum restricted to regular ux × uy × uz cuboids
with 6 faces, 8 vertices and 12 edges each. Here ux, uy
and uz are integer lengths measured in units of the lat-
tice spacing. The enumeration of such clusters is trivial
since their count (or embedding factor) L(c′′) = 1, 3 or 6
just depends on the symmetry of the cuboid. The sub-
graph counts of smaller cuboids in larger ones (needed
in Eq. (III.7)) are also trivial. Because of the unique
association of each cluster with a cuboid the subgraph
subtraction scheme works using cuboids only and thus
the entire computational burden is on calculating prop-
erties of finite cuboids. Note that clusters in NLCE cor-
respond to actual clusters that can be embedded in the
infinite lattice and therefore there is no periodic bound-
ary condition on the finite clusters.
So far our discussion has focused on extensive proper-
ties, which get equal contributions from every region of
the lattice. However, the NLCE method applies equally
well to an intensive property Pint that is defined with
respect to some particular location in the lattice. In
this case, the clusters must be rooted with respect to
the special location where the property is defined. As a
result, the factor of N that led to the simplification of
Eq. (III.8) is no longer present. However, one can cre-
ate a corresponding extensive quantity by moving the
localized quantity to different sites of the lattice and
adding up the contributions for different locations. In
a translationally invariant system, the simplying factor
of N is then restored and such contributions are all the
same so that Pext = NPint. Then the left-hand side of
Eqs. (III.8) and (III.9) is Pext/N = Pint.
Similar to previous calculations in lower
dimensions,3,8,32,35,36 we define the desired inten-
sive property P to be the isolated trihedral vertex
contribution to the entanglement entropy Sα. We con-
ceptually imagine a single vertex of interest as arising
from an octant of the solid geometry in three spatial
dimensions. Then, each cuboidal cluster c arising in
the NLCE calculation is embedded in all possible ways
around this vertex in order to create a corresponding
extensive quantity as described above. All possible
rotations of each cluster are accounted for by L(c)
7in Eq (III.9). For a given cuboidal cluster, there are
(ux − 1)(uy − 1)(uz − 1) possible locations r for this
vertex within the cluster, which can be alternatively
thought of as translating the cluster with respect to a
fixed location of the corner. The overall contribution
from the cluster is obtained by summing over all of
these possible locations such that NP(c) = ∑r Pr(c).
To proceed with the calculation of the entanglement
properties, we construct our clusters and subclusters to
be regular ux× uy × uz cuboids as described above. For
the corner entanglement entropy, there is no contribution
from clusters where any of ux, uy or uz take value one.
We define the length scale (order) of a given cluster to be
the maximum of these linear dimensions such that ` =
max{ux, uy, uz}. Each cluster imposes Dirichlet open
boundary conditions, with the field φ constrained to be
zero for all lattice sites outside of the cluster.
Finally, in order to isolate the subleading trihedral
vertex contribution to the Re´nyi entropies, we perform
a cluster-by-cluster subtraction procedure. For each ver-
tex location r within the cluster c, we combine the val-
ues of Sα(A) corresponding to 13 different bipartitions
{A,A} of the cluster as illustrated in Fig. 3. This combi-
nation of Re´nyi entopies allows us to intrinsically cancel
the leading contributions from the area law (which are
proportional to Bα `
2) and the 90-degree edges (propor-
tional to wα `) such that Pr(c) (and, in turn, P(c)) cor-
responds to only the trihedral corner contribution to the
entropy. In practice, we take advantage of the symme-
tries present in the system in order to reduce the num-
ber of cluster bipartitions from 13 to 7. The correlation
function methods described in Section III A act as our
cluster solver such that these methods are used to cal-
culate all needed Re´nyi entropies in the above sums for
each cluster.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we use the methods outlined in Sec-
tion III to calculate the trihedral corner coefficient in
the Re´nyi entropies of a massless free scalar in (3 + 1)-
dimensions. Using the NLCE procedure described in
Section III B, we isolate the corner contribution Pα(`)
to the Re´nyi entropy Sα by performing calculations on
clusters up to order ` (the maximum linear dimension of
a given cluster). In this section we examine the behavior
of Pα(`) as a function of ` with the goal of studying the
vertex coefficient vα. From Eq. (II.3), we expect for a
single vertex,
Pα = vα log `+ dα + . . . , (IV.1)
where dα is a subleading constant and the ellipsis indi-
cates additional (unknown) subleading terms that should
vanish as ` → ∞ (or δ → 0). Recall that ` is measured
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FIG. 4. Fits of the corner contribution Pα to the equation
vα log ` + dα for Re´nyi indices α = 1 (top) and α = 5 (bot-
tom). The insets illustrate how the coefficients vα extracted
from these fits depend on the range of values of `. For α > 1,
we perform a second fit to extrapolate to the thermodynamic
limit, as explained in the main text.
in units of the lattice spacing.
We first investigate what happens if we perform fits of
Pα to the two-parameter function vα log `+dα (ignoring,
for the moment, additional subleading terms). In Fig. 4,
we illustrate such fits for α = 1 and α = 5. We perform
fits over various ranges of the cluster order ` and find
that for α = 1, the extracted value of v1 is quite stable
when this range of ` values is varied — indicating that
the unknown subleading terms in Eq. (IV.1) are already
negligible for the cluster sizes used in our calculations.
However, for α > 1, the value of vα increases signifi-
cantly as higher orders ` are included in the fit and it is
important to consider the effects of subleading terms. In-
deed, at least one source of additional finite-size scaling
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FIG. 5. The normalized logarithmic corner coefficient vα/v1 as a function of the Re´nyi index α. These results are based on
the fitting procedure illustrated in Fig. 4. For smooth surfaces, this ratio of logarithmic coefficients is known to behave as in
Eq. II.13.
correction for α > 1 is known to arise from the coni-
cal singularity of the multi-sheeted Riemann surface,35
although the functional form of this correction is only
known for d = 1 + 1.57 In Fig. 5, we show the results for
vα/v1 versus α as extracted from these various fits.
In order to approximate vα in the thermodynamic
limit `→∞, we study the behavior of vα(`) versus `, as
illustrated in the insets of Fig. 4. Here ` is a length scale
that characterizes the orders ` used to extract vα from
the two-parameter fits described above. We choose to
define ` as the average order — such that, for instance,
` = 19 for the case where orders ` = 18 to 20 are used
in the initial fit of Pα to vα log ` + dα. We could, how-
ever, use other definitions of ` such as the minimum or
maximum cluster order. We then extract the behavior
of vα for `→∞ by fitting vα(`) to the three-parameter
function v∞α + pα/(` + qα). Here v
∞
α , pα and qα are
(fitted) constants, where v∞α corresponds to vα in the
thermodynamic limit and qα reflects the ambiguity in
the definition of ` as described above. This ` → ∞ ex-
trapolation procedure is used for all α > 1. For α = 1,
vα(`) is well-converged as a function of ` and we esti-
mate vα simply from the initial two-parameter fit using
the highest orders available.
Fig. 5 shows that as higher orders are used in the
fits, the extracted normalized corner coefficient vα/v1
as a function of α approaches the functional behavior
predicted in Eq. (II.13). Extrapolating to the infinite-
size limit as described above appears to provide good
agreement with this functional form, although we are not
able to strictly quantify the agreement due to unknown
finite-size errors within the NLCE procedure.
Hence, at least qualitatively, the α-dependence agrees
with that in Eq. (II.13). Further, the latter depen-
dence is identical to the behaviour of the universal co-
efficient appearing for a sphere, i.e., uα(S
2)/u1(S
2) =
(α + 1)(α2 + 1)/(4α3). Hence this aspect of our results
matches the observation in Ref. 15, but we would also
like to know how the overall coefficient in vα relates to
that of the spherical boundary, uα(S
2)/8 = −fa(α)/2.
Our result for v1 reads
v1 = +0.00286 , (IV.2)
which differs both in magnitude and sign from the co-
efficient for an eighth of a sphere, i.e., u1(S
2)/8 =
−1/720 ' −0.00139. More generally, if we fit our re-
sults for vα versus α to the form ξ uα(S
2)/8 for constant
ξ, we find that
vα ' ξ
[
−1
2
fa(α)
]
, with ξ = −2.06 . (IV.3)
Hence, our trihedral corner result presents a very simi-
lar α-dependence, but differs significantly in magnitude,
and also in sign, from the result corresponding to an
eighth of the sphere.
9V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have performed numerical linked-
cluster calculations to evaluate the universal coefficient
vα produced by a cubic trihedral corner in the Re´nyi
entropy of a massless free scalar field in 3 + 1 dimen-
sions. Our results suggest that the dependence of this
coefficient on the Re´nyi index α is well approximated by
vα/v1 = (α + 1)(α
2 + 1)/(4α3), which is the functional
form expected for the universal coefficient appearing for
a smooth spherical entangling surface. However, despite
this similarity, our numerical results demonstrate that
the magnitude and the sign of the universal coefficient
for an eighth of a sphere does not match vα, as had been
suggested in Ref. 15.
The α-dependence of the universal coefficient for gen-
eral CFTs in the case of smooth surfaces is controlled
by two independent functions, fa(α) and fb(α). In the
special case of a massless free scalar, these functions are
proportional to each other, as shown in Eq. (II.7). We
have attempted to express the trihedral vertex coefficient
vα in terms of these two functions by using the gen-
eral result valid for smooth surfaces in Eq. (II.6) with a
smoothed model of a cube in Section II C. However, this
calculation gave a result that was problematic in two re-
spects. First, it contained an unphysical L/δ log(L/δ)
contribution, and second, the coefficient of the logarith-
mic term was regulator dependent. As noted, we expect
that these problems arise since we have not properly ac-
counted for the O((L/δ)0) terms in Eq. (II.9). In the
singular limit ε→ γ1δ/L, some of these overlooked con-
tributions build up to restore the desired universality of
the logarithmic coefficient and to eliminate the unphys-
ical L/δ log(L/δ) term.
The phenomenon where lower order (i.e., less diver-
gent) contributions in the Re´nyi entropy can build up
to produce universal terms with a stronger divergence
in a limit where the entangling surface becomes singu-
lar has been explicitly seen in Ref. 39. In particular,
this effect was described for the appearance of a sharp
corner in 2 + 1 dimensions, and of a conical singularity
in 3 + 1 dimensions. In the first case, small deforma-
tions of a circular entangling surface produce a universal
contribution to the entanglement entropy that scales as
(L/δ)0.58 These universal contributions can be evaluated
for each Fourier mode on the circle, and when the Fourier
modes are combined to produce a sharp corner, the sum
of these contributions gives rise to a log(`/δ) term.39,59
In the second example, the logarithmic contribution in
Eq. (II.6) becomes a log2(`/δ) term when a conical sin-
gularity appears in an otherwise smooth spherical entan-
gling surface.
However, there is an important difference between
these two situations and the case of the trihedral corner
considered here. Both for the corner in 2 + 1 dimen-
sions and for the cone in 3 + 1 dimensions, the order
of the divergence corresponding to the universal term is
higher for the singular surface than for the initial smooth
surface. Hence, in the two cases studied in Ref. 39, the
singular deformation changes the order of the divergence
corresponding to the universal contribution, and hence
the lower order contributions which are building up are
in fact the universal contributions for the smooth entan-
gling surfaces. Interestingly, this is not what happens
for the trihedral corner, whose universal contribution is
logarithmic, just like for a smooth entangling surface.
Therefore, while it is natural to expect that some depen-
dence on fa(α) and fb(α) survives in vα, it is also plau-
sible that new contributions hidden in the O((L/δ)0)
terms contribute.
It would be interesting to evaluate vα for other CFTs
in which fa(α) and fb(α) are independent (i.e., rather
than being proportional to one another, as in the free
scalar theory) to gain a better understanding of the uni-
versal character of vα. On the one hand, the above dis-
cussion suggests that it may be premature to think that
vα is fully controlled by fa(α) and fb(α) alone. On the
other hand, the α dependence of our numerical results
is consistent with the trihedral coefficient being a simple
linear combination
vα = βa fa(α) + βb fb(α) , (V.1)
where βa,b are unspecified constants. Hence let us exam-
ine the latter possibility further. First, we substitute the
relation that fb(α) = 3 fa(α), which holds for a massless
free scalar, into Eq. (V.1). Then combining the resulting
expression with the fit in Eq. (IV.3) yields
βa + 3βb ' 1.03 . (V.2)
Further, we recall that fa(α) multiplies a topological
term in Eq. (II.6). If we assume that the topological
nature of the fa(α) contribution survives for the trihe-
dral coefficient, we would find
βa = −1
2
, βb ' 0.51 . (V.3)
The numerical value of the second coefficient is remark-
ably close to being 1/2 and hence these somewhat spec-
ulative steps are pointing to a rather simple result:
vα
?
=
1
2
[
fb(α)− fa(α)
]
. (V.4)
Using the functions in Eq. (II.7) for the massless free
scalar, the above expression predicts
free scalar : vα
?
=
(α+ 1)(α2 + 1)
1440α3
. (V.5)
Now the simplest CFT in which fa(α) and fb(α) are not
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proportional to one another is a free Weyl fermion. In
this theory, the two functions are given by46,47,60
fWeyla (α) =
(α+ 1)(37α2 + 7)
5760α3
, (V.6)
fWeylb (α) =
(α+ 1)(17α2 + 7)
1920α3
.
Combining these expressions with Eq. (V.4) then yields
the surprisingly simple prediction:
Weyl fermion : vα
?
=
7
4
(α+ 1)(α2 + 1)
1440α3
. (V.7)
While this prediction relies on a number of unproven
steps, it yields a very satisfying result. Namely, that the
α-dependence of vα/v1 is identical for the free scalar and
for the free fermion. We are currently extending our cal-
culations to evaluate the trihedral corner coefficient vα
for the free fermion. We expect that with the numeri-
cal accuracy achieved here, it will be straightforward to
distinguish the scaling in Eq. (V.7) from, e.g., that of
fWeyla (α) or f
Weyl
b (α) alone. Matching Eq. (V.7) would
provide strong evidence that vα is fully determined by
fa(α) and fb(α), and by Eq. (V.4) in particular. On the
other hand, disproving Eq. (V.7) would suggest the tri-
hedral corner provides new universal information beyond
these two functions.
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Appendix A: Edge entanglement
In this appendix, we present numerical calculations of
the contribution to the Re´nyi entropy produced by the
presence of a 90-degree wedge in the entangling surface.
As discussed in Section II, we expect this non-universal
contribution to be of the form Sα,edge = wα f(L/δ) with
f(Lδ) = L/δ where L is the length of the edge and δ is
the UV cutoff — see Fig. 1. We examine this claim here
and, in particular, we compare results corresponding to
fitting our numerical results to this functional depen-
dence against fits to f(L/δ) = (L/δ) log(L/δ), which is
the dependence appearing in our smoothed-cube calcu-
lation in Section II.
In these calculations, we forego the NLCE and instead
study directly the behavior of the full Sα(A) for various
regions A. In particular, we use the methods outlined in
Section III A to calculate Sα(A) for cases where the full
system is an L × L × L cubic lattice (i.e. Lx = Ly =
Lz ≡ L) and subregion A comprises an L/2 × L/2 × L
quadrant of the system (with L even). Now we expect
the entropies to scale as in Eq. (II.4), but without the
logarithmic term (since the entangling surface ∂A does
not contain any corners). That is,
Sα,quad(L) = Bα2L
2 + 4Sα,edge +O(1), (A.1)
where 2L2 is the area of ∂A, and Sα,edge appears with a
factor of 4 since the boundary ∂A has 4 distinct edges.
We perform our calculations on systems with either PBC
or APBC along each direction. Further, as in Section III,
we measure L in units of the lattice spacing, which we
set to one for simplicity, i.e., δ = 1. Recall that, in order
to consider a critical system, we examine a scalar field
with zero mass.
Due to translational invariance along the z direction,
we can access Sα,quad. on much larger lattices by utilizing
the approach discussed, e.g., , in Refs. 61 and 62. Specif-
ically, we perform a Fourier transform along z in order
to map our (3 + 1)-dimensional Hamiltonian to a set
of L separate (2 + 1)-dimensional models with effective
masses that depend on the momenta kz. We then use
the methods of Section III A to calculate the Re´nyi en-
tropies for each of these (2 + 1)-dimensional “slices” and
then sum these contributions to get the overall Sα,quad.
corresponding to the original (3+1)-dimensional model.
To compare the functional forms f(L) = L and f(L) =
L logL for Sα,edge, we perform least-squares fits of our
numerical data for Sα,quad(L) to the three-parameter
function 2BαL
2 + wαf(L) + dα. We quantify the good-
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FIG. 6. The fitting errors ∆1 that result from fitting free
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for f(L) = L logL and f(L) = L. We use nL = 4 consecutive
even values of L for each fit, and define L to be the average
of these 4 values. Note that the noise at high L is due to
numerical issues of floating-point precision.
ness of the fit by calculating the error
∆α =
nL∑
i=1
(
Sα,quad(Li)−
[
2BαL
2
i + wαf(Li) + dα
])2
,
(A.2)
where nL is the number of values of L used in the fit.
Recall that in Section IV, we found that the unknown
subleading corrections to the entropies seem to be least
significant for the von Neumann entropy, i.e., α = 1.
Hence for the present comparison, we focus on our data
for S1,quad. We perform the fits over several ranges of the
lattice length L with nL = 4. Fig. 6 illustrates results
for the error ∆1 as a function of the average length L
used in the fit. This plot utilizes PBC along the x and y
lattice directions and APBC along z, and we find similar
results for other combinations of PBC and APBC. We
conclude that, indeed, the linear function f(L) = L pro-
vides a superior characterization of the edge contribution
to the entropy since for large L, the corresponding er-
rors ∆1 are several orders of magnitude lower than those
corresponding to f(L) = L logL.
We also carry out this comparison for higher Re´nyi
entropies up to α = 5. We find that ∆α is significantly
lower for the fits with f(L) = L for all of these other
values of α. However, in these fits for α 6= 1, we do
not account for the unknown corrections that we expect
produce a subleading L dependence in the coefficient wα
(although these corrections should vanish in the thermo-
dynamic limit).
Unlike the logarithmic coefficient coming from the tri-
hedral corner, wα is non-universal such it depends upon
the procedure used to regulate the theory. A simple ex-
ample of this regulator dependence comes from replacing
δ by 2δ in Sα,edge, which changes wα by a factor of two.
One might expect this cutoff dependence to cancel out in
the ratio wα/w1 such that this ratio is universal. How-
ever, implicitly, this reasoning requires a covariant regu-
lator. In our lattice computations, the area of the entan-
gling surface ∂A is only determined with a resolution of
the lattice spacing such that A = 2`2 +O(`δ) when ` is
the characteristic length scale of region A. As a result,
with small errors in A, the leading area-law term gen-
erally “pollutes” the edge contribution, generating or-
der one errors in the coefficient wα.
63 Hence our lattice
calculations cannot produce a reliable (i.e., universal)
result for the ratio wα/w1. In principle, this issue can
be evaded by performing the calculations with a covari-
ant or geometric regulator. Alternatively, a more careful
treatment using mutual Re´nyi information64 allows one
to produce reliable results with a lattice regulator. See,
for instance, the discussion in Ref. 65.
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